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We got the information from the Moodle database and proceed to its 
processing, using, as always, a universal program for working with text files awk 
[1-7].  
During the implementation of the information processing task, it turned 
out that the amount of code (lines of the program) is growing catastrophically. In 
addition, the information processing is pretty unified and individual blocks are 
used repeatedly. 
All this made us to realize the idea, which sometimes arose for several 
years - to create a library of functions that are added to the text of the program 
before it is executed (user-defined functions library). Before, the lack of a task of 
sufficient complexity and volume interfered to implement this idea, but not natural 
laziness (without which the programmer easily turns into a pedant-literal).  
So, the task of creating a user library has appeared. The implementation 
took much less time than the description. 
Let's explain the work with the user functions library on a concrete simple 
example.  
Let two programs must be developed within the framework of one task 
(project). The first program deletes extra spaces from each line of the input file, 
and the second one also replaces the special html characters in the sequence 
that these characters encode (for example, the quote is encoded by the sequence 
&quot;). 
Ex1._aw file implements the first task. 
The line, that begins with #libpath characters, defines the path to the 
library of functions (#1).  
The line, that begins with #include characters, defines the name of file, 
from which we insert the information into the source program (#2). 
   1  #libpath c:/awklib 
   2  #include trim.f 
   4  { 
   5   print (trim($0)); 
   6  } 
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Ex2._aw file implements the second task. 
   1  #libpath c:/awklib 
   2  #include trim.f 
   3  #include HTML_spec.f 
   5  { 
   6    print HTML_spec(trim($0)); 
   7  } 
These functions, that are inserted into the source programs must be 
placed in the library. 
Trim.f file contains the function trim, that deletes extra spaces from the 
string (all spaces at the beginning and end of the line, any sequence of spaces in 
the middle of the line is replaced by one space). 
   1  function trim(str){ 
   2    trim_str = str; 
   3    gsub(/^ +/,"",trim_str); 
   4    gsub(/ +$/,"",trim_str); 
   5    gsub(/ {2,}/," ",trim_str); 
   6    return trim_str; 
   7  } 
HTML_spec.f file contains a function that encodes special html 
characters (for more details about this function see [5]). 
   1  function HTML_spec(str,   s){ 
   2    s = str; 
   3    gsub(/\&/,"\\\\\\&amp;",s); 
   4    gsub(/\"/,"\\\\\\&quot;",s); 
   5    gsub(/</,"\\\\\\&lt;",s); 
   6    gsub(/>/,"\\\\\\&gt;",s); 
   7    return s; 
   8  } 
___prj.bat file performs "preprocessing" working of project files, i.e. 
inserts the contents of files from the #include lines into the program texts. 
   1  gawk --re-interval -f c:/awklib/pawk.mk ex1._aw > 
ex1.awk 
   2  gawk --re-interval -f c:/awklib/pawk.mk ex2._aw > 
ex2.awk 
For adding lines from files, pawk.mk program (in awk language) 
answers. This program is very simple and does not need special comments. 
   1  function trim(str){ 
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   2    trim_str = str; 
   3    gsub(/^ +/,"",trim_str); 
   4    gsub(/ +$/,"",trim_str); 
   5    gsub(/ {2,}/," ",trim_str); 
   6    return trim_str; 
   7  } 
   9  function print_file(fn){ 
  10    while(r = getline s < fn){ 
  11      if(r == -1){ 
  12        print "ERROR: " fn " - " ERRNO; 
  13        return -1; 
  14      } 
  15      print s 
  16    } 
  17    return 0; 
  18  } 
  20  BEGIN{ 
  21    lp = ""; 
  22  } 
  24  /^#libpath/{ 
  25    s = $0; 
  26    gsub(/^#libpath/,"",s); 
  27    lp = trim(s) "/"; 
  28    next; 
  29  } 
  31  /^#include/{ 
  32    s = $0; 
  33    gsub(/^#include/,"",s); 
  34    fn = lp trim(s); 
  35    print_file(fn); 
  36    next; 
  37  } 
  39  { 
  40    print $0; 
  41  } 
As a result, we get two ready-to-run program files. 
 
Ex1.awk file. 
   1  function trim(str){ 
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   2    trim_str = str; 
   3    gsub(/^ +/,"",trim_str); 
   4    gsub(/ +$/,"",trim_str); 
   5    gsub(/ {2,}/," ",trim_str); 
   6    return trim_str; 
   7  } 
  10  { 
  11   print (trim($0)); 
  12  } 
Ex2.awk file. 
   1  function trim(str){ 
   2    trim_str = str; 
   3    gsub(/^ +/,"",trim_str); 
   4    gsub(/ +$/,"",trim_str); 
   5    gsub(/ {2,}/," ",trim_str); 
   6    return trim_str; 
   7  } 
   9  function HTML_spec(str,   s){ 
  10    s = str; 
  11    gsub(/\&/,"\\\\\\&amp;",s); 
  12    gsub(/\"/,"\\\\\\&quot;",s); 
  13    gsub(/</,"\\\\\\&lt;",s); 
  14    gsub(/>/,"\\\\\\&gt;",s); 
  15    return s; 
  16  } 
  19  { 
  20    print HTML_spec(trim($0)); 
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